
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL verkehrsmittel 

RADFAHREN / CYCLING 

cycling: das Radfahren 
• bicycle: das Fahrrad, die Fahrrader; das Rad, die Rader 
• motorcycle: das Motorrad, die Motorrader 
• moped, motor-scooter: das Moped, die Mopeds 
• electronic bicycle with pedals: das Mofa, die Mofas 
• bicycle path: der Radweg, die Radwege 

10 important rules and tips for cycling safety on German streets 

When turning, give a hand signal well in advance to indicate the direction in which you want to turn. 

If you want to turn right, it's as simple as holding your right arm straight up. 
-

This might be strange to get used to for people from countries where hand signals for bikers are 

different. In Canada, for instance, holding up one's left arm bent at a 90 degree angle indicates a 

right turn. 

Remember too that pedestrians have priority when you're making a right turn, provided that their 

light at the pedestrian crossing is green. 

8. Avoid dangerous situations like getting into drivers' blind spots 

When truck or car drivers are making a right turn, cyclists are at "particular risk" because they more 

often than not cannot be seen, states the ADAC. 

Keep a good distance from vehicles to avoid getting in drivers' blind spots, cycle defensively and if 

need be, get off your bike and move onto the sidewalk, suggests the DVR. 

Establishing eye contact with the driver is also important in order to avoid getting into dangerous 

situations. 

Automobiles at T-junctions and entrances to properties are other road situations that could pose a 

danger if you're not biking cautiously. 

9. Watch out for opening car doors 

On streets where cars are parked to the right side of the bike lane, keep a good amount of distance 

from the parked cars. Some drivers open their car doors without regard for any passing cyclists; you 

can avoid the risk of getting badly hurt by anticipating their actions. 

But it's not just the cyclist's job to ensure safety in this instance, states the ADAC. 

Driving schools in the Netherlands teach learners to open the driver's door from the inside using 


